Street Markets
Markets, either you can love them, or you hate them. Sometimes it is necessary to
visit them, an experience not to be missed. They can also be exciting and full of
atmosphere; fantastic smells come from many mobile food stalls offering delights
from many countries. It is good to remember Spain on the Costa’s has become home to many
different nationalities from all over the world, and the markets have become a general meeting place
for them all.
We have spit roast chickens cooked as you wait that you take away in a box for only 5 Euros, some
times it comes with a free bottle of wine. Grab one on the way out with a fresh stick of bread and
head down to the beach for a
quick finger-licking picnic. On the other
hand, maybe you fancy some
German sausage, or meatballs served
with mustard and bread. Then we
have the Moroccan flavors, spices and
smells from Africa. For the English
people there far too many places
offering a breakfast fry up. We have
stall after stall selling fresh fruit and
vegetables straight from the
Spanish countryside. You would also
find many stalls selling junk for
the tourist. The markets get busy, if its
shopping you need go before 10
o’clock and be away within 30 minutes. It
is a day out and a meeting place for many. The markets that take place in the streets of the towns and
villages are the best, as there are more atmospheres and it is where the Spanish go for their bargains.
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Santa Pola
San Pedro del Pinatar
Friday

Tuesday

Dolores
Torrevieja (morning)
Los Montesinos (afternoon)
Pilar de la Horadada (evening)

Orihuela
Benijofar
San Fulgencio
Saturday

Wednesday

Algorfa
Guardamar
La Mata
San Miguel de las Salinas

Playa Flamenca
Santa Pola
Almoradi
Sunday

Thursday
Rojales
Bigastro
San Javier
Urb. La Marina

Campo de Guardamar
Algorfa
Urb. La Marina
“El Zoco” (Nr Quesada)

